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The world in general and India in particular are faced with the
problem of feeding the ever increasing population. The reasons for low
food production in India are attributable to low level of fertiliser use»
laok of adequate irrigation facilities and the country's dependence on
nature to a large extent for its agricultural needs*

The expected food grain production by the end of the year
1975-76, to attain minimum daily requirements is estimated to be of
the order of 131 million tonnes compared to the production of 94 million
tonnes in 1968-69. This could be achieved only through an agricultural
transformation by adopting improved agricultural practices including
the use of improved seeds*

For the green revolution to forge ahead self-sufficiency in
fertilisers is no less important* The potential for the fertiliser
industry in this country is very high and its expansion is imperative-
for progress in the matter of food production. The total investment
required during the next 5 years to attain self-sufficiency in fertili-
sers is of the order of fc.15,000 million requiring Rs,4,900 million in
foreign exchange* It is claimed that a fertiliser factory can save
the country in 12 months, by way of food production, enough foreign
exchange to pay for all the imported machinery that may be needed to
set it up»
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The total water resources in India are about 168 million hectare
metres* while only 56 million hectare metres can be economically used ior
power and irrigation on account of the limitations imposed by physio-
graphical conditions* Out of this about 37 per cent of usable water
has been effectively used so fur* The sub-soil water can irrigate about
22 million hectares of land in the country. If properly exploited, these
water resources could change the economic picture of the country.

Nuclear power stations have the advantage that there are no severe
restrictions on their locations and hence they can be located near to
load centres and thereby effect considerable saving in transmission costs.
The trend in recent years is to build large size reactors. With the
scaling up of reactors considerable reduction in the cost of power pro-
duction can be realised. However large reactors produce power in bulk
quantities which it will be difficult to absorb immediately due to the
limitations imposed by the small size grids in India. Development of
power consuming industries in the vicinity of the power station and
captive use of the power produced is a solution to this problem.

The trend in nitrogenous fertiliser production technology in
India had been towards coal as feed stock in the early stages. The plants
built in recent years are mostly based on naphtha* In view of the
nonavailability in sufficient quantities of natural gas, expected
shortage of naphtha and the possible reduction in costs of power from
large sized reactors it may be pertinent to look into water electrolysis
as an alternative for the coming years. Production of phosphatic
fertilisers via the electric furnace may help some foreign exchange
required otherwise for the import of sulphur for the wet process*
Aluminium and caustic soda are other examples of power intensive
industries.

low cost energy from a nuclear reactor can also be used to
supply water for irrigation either by desalination or by energising
tubewells.

Production of desalted water could bring in a spectrum of other
products which could be recovered from the concentrated brine. This

* 1 hectare metre = 3,3 acre feet
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includes common salt) gypsum, bromine, magnesium and potaaslc salts*
Production of potash can hare a very high impact on Indian agricultural
programme since there are no other known sources of this important
fertiliser in the country..

A nuclear station consisting of a large size reactor or reactors,
surrounded by power intensive industries such as those mentioned above,
and incorporating a desalination plant or a scheme to energise tubewells
to supply irrigation water along with an agricultural scheme which uses
the water and fertilisers from the nuclear complex gives the basic picture
of a nuclear powered agro-industrial complex*

A Working Group was formed under the auspices of the Atomic
Energy Commission late in 1967 to evaluate the concept of Nuclear Powered
Agro-Industrial Complex with reference to two regions via* the Kutch- •
Saurashtra and Western ïïttar Pradesh* A preliminary report was submitted
by the Group in June 1968* This is the abstract of the final report
submitted in 1970.

II* INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES
The developments in the nitrogenous and phosphatic fertiliser

technologies from time to time have been traced. Various current processes
for their production have been discussed. Economic evaluation of ammonia
production via electrolytic hydrogen, naphtha, coal and LSHS has been made
and compared with each other. The investment cost for a 1800 Te/day ammonia
plant for various feedstocks are as under:

: s sstasfajsseaasatjaaasqaggaao .sa^a-saa-s.
Feedstock Capital cost. Million rupees

Naphtha 102 394
LSHS 145 . 558
Coal 174 670
Power (Electrolysis) 114 . 437

At the current price of feedstock and on the assumption that
power is available from nuclear power reactor stations at 2.8 P/kwh,
ammonia based on advanced electrolytic cells will be economically
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competitive* The break-even points for the various processes for
ammonia production for 1800 Te/day capacity are as under:

Feedstock Breakeven cost of interest rate ia. -£ ^

Naphtha (Bs./Pe) 230 230
XSHS (Bs./Te) 152 142
Coal (Ra./Xe) 0 $
Bleo» (P/BWH) 2*3 2*8

Due to the anticipated shortage of naphtha in near future» and
the high cost of production in coal based plants» natural gas being not
available in any appreciable quantities in the country» it is felt that
electrolytic baaed ammonia plant should also be considered as an alter-
native for our future nitrogenous fertiliser production.

Although the investment required for the production of elemental
phosphorus for phosphatic fertilisers is high compared to the wet process»
foreign exchange and other considerations lead one to feel that a part
of the phosphatic fertiliser production should be based on the electric
furnace*

Nitric phosphate'has en economic advantage over furnace as well
as wet acid processes* However» due to the reported uncertaintity about
the acceptability of this fertiliser for use at a scale of production
envisaged in Agro-Industrial Complex» production in such large quantities
may be difficult to adopt at présent without extensive trial and promotional
activities,.

Based on those considerations! amraonium nitrate and DA? have oetm
roco.nmondod for production in uho c

III. AGRICUUTDR2

Agriculture accounts for about one half of India*s national income
and also for one half of India's foreign exchange earnings. 133 million
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hectares of land out. of the total geographical area of 327 million hectares
in the country is under cultivation.

In spite of the fact that all the requisites of successful agricul-
ture are available in abundance in India, the yields of the most of the
crops are the lowest in the World. The reasons for low productivity are*

a) Low quality seeds
b) Inadequate irrigation facilities
o) Inadequate use of fertilisers

Out of a total agricultural area of 138 million hectares, only
26 million hectares are under irrigation, rest of the land depending
on rainfall for the growing of crops. Fertiliser consumption in India
is almost negligible in comparison to the advanced countries. In 1966-67
India used 7.6 Xgs/foectare of fertilisers (tf + PgCL + KgO) against about
600 Xgs/hectare used in Netherlands, tae to centuries of exploitation,
Indian soils are very much depleted of plant nutrients, particularly
nitrogen. During recent years, the use of high yielding varieties of food
crops and use of fertilisers and irrigation water in sufficient quantities
have clearly Indicated that food production in India can be increased
manifold. High yielding varieties of wheat and rice can give yields of
5,000 Egs/tiectare or more. Similar is the case with hybrid varieties of
Maize, Jowar and Bajía also. The area covered under high yielding varieties
programme is expected to increase from 8.5 to 24 million hectares during
the fourth plan period. In addition to the use of hybrid seeds, multiple
cropping practice can also help greatly in increasing India's food production.
During the fourth plan period about 9 million hectare of additional land is
expected'to be covered under multiple cropping schemes. Use of highly
fertiliser responsive varieties of seeds and multiple cropping will increase
the fertiliser consumption • in such areas to as high as 250 Egs/hectare/annum*

In regions where sufficient underground water is available,
tubewells can be used for irrigation purposes. The average cost of
water from tubewells based on a power rate of 15 P/kwh is about R&3.50 per
100 cubic metres '(16 P/1000 gallons). In the power cost range of
10-15 P/tewh, energy represents about 40-50?» of the water cost.

In arid and semi-arid regions near to the coast, desalimtion
may be able to provide the water required for irrigation. Use of short
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duration varieties of food crops, better water management practices aad
use of sprinklers may reduce the water requirements of crops to a large
extent and desalination may provide an economical source of irrigation
water» A great advantage of desalination is that of having control of
the means of production of water, it can be made available where and when
needed. This would make multiple cropping possible whereby the economics
of agriculture based on desalted water can be greatly improved.

In the case of desalted water use» following bullock farming,
no crop gives any profit at water rate more than Rs> 1.10/a» (R&4*9/1000
gallons}» Groundnut gives the highest return per hectare at water rates
less than Us» 0.35/m' (Rs, 1.58/1000 gallons). Groundnut is profitable
ugto a water rate of B&0.67/K (R&3.04/1000 gallons), banana upto R&0.62/m
(Rs.2.8/1000 gallons) and Potato upto R&1.1/ET (Rs.4.9/1000 gallons). In the
case of mechanized farming, groundnut and banana give profit upto water cost
of about Rs0.73/m (Ha3«5/1000 gallons). Groundnut*potato-wheat has been founjj
to be the most profitable crop rotation» though returns are sufficiently
attractive only upto water rate of about R&0.65/m (R&2.9/1000 gallons
when it gives a profit of about K&4000 per hectare.

In the case of tubewell zone irrigation, all the crops except jowar
and cotton give profit even upto a power cost of 50 P/kwh with bullock farmirig.
At a power cost of 15 P/kwh» potato gives maximum profit of Rs»7,4l5/bectare.
Groundnut comes next at R&2»505/neotare followed by sugaroane at R&2,120/he-
otare. In the case of mechanized farming, all the crops are profitable at pdwer
rates of even more than 50 P/kwh. Crop rotation involving Maize-potato-wheati
gives maximum profit of R&9700/- hectare with bullock farming and R&14.000/-
with mechanized farming. Most of the other crop rotations followed give profits
above K&2000/- per hectare even at a very high power tariff of 50 P/kwh*

IV. TH3 KUTCH-SAUKASHÏRA PHOJ3CT
Due to low rainfall and scarcity of underground water»

agriculture in the Kutch-Saurashtra region is very poor. The expected
availability of about 20,000 hectare cultivable waste land in a single
stretch near the coast» availability of a port which can be developed
to receive large ships and the existence of a natural lake, which could
be used for the storage of desalted water» are some of the features which
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could make the Okharaandal-Kalyanpur Region a suitable locale for the
Agro-Industrial Complex,

Since desalted water is v4ry expensive, an efficient water
management scheme is very important tfor the economic use of water.
Four possible water management schemes as follows were considered»

1» Constant cultivation area water plant running at full
capacity all through with adequate buffer storage to absorb
fluctuations in demando

2. Variation of water production rate with demand for a fixed
acreage, there being 40. buffer storage»

3. Variation of cultivation area as well as water plant capacity
(no storage facility)

4* Tor constant water plq&t capacity, variation of cultivation
area (coupled with utilizing natural lake storage facility)*

The analysis of the four ¿chemes indicate that due to the avail-
ability of the natural lake for water storage it is most economical to
follow scheme No.4»

An agro-industrial complete consisting of various plants and
capacities as follows has been considered.
Suelear Dual Purpose Plant

Power s h200 We (Saleable)
Water » P. 68x106 C:aBL3/day

fertiliser Plants
Nitrogen (j) i 4,96,220 Te/yr
P205 « P,72,250 Te/yr

Aluminium s ¡50,000 Te/yr
Caustic Soda (Hydrochloric : £0,000 Te/yr; 45,000 Te/yr

Acid)
Common salt »1,pOO,000 Te/yr
Gypsum t 50,000 Te/yr

The investment required for the industrial portion is of the order
of Rs.5,500 minion of which Bs.3,300 million are for dual purpose power
and water plant, Rs. 1,565 million for fertiliser plants, Ha»544 million
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for aluminium plant and Es.80 million for caustic-chlorine and marine
chemicals e These include a total foreign exchange of Bs.1,300 million»
Annual returns on investment are for dual purpose plant 5» 28$, for ferti-
liser plants 36.85$, for aluminium 16.76$, for caustic-chlorine 13.78$
aad for na riñe chemicals 52.6$. This gives an overall return on investment
of 15.59$ per cnnum for the industrial portion of the project.

Bue to the availability of desalted water 16,000 hectares of
cultivable waste land could bo brought under cultivation» The total
annual operating expenses for agricultural activities is Rs«188 million
and revenue from sale of the agricultural commodities is Es.224 million*
3?ho return on investment is 19*65$. This will produce 56,000 tonnes per
year of groundnut. 66,000 tonnes per year of wheat and 261,000 tonnes
per yaar of potato» The investraant on the agricultural scheme is Rs«266
rAllion.

The increase in GiîP duo to this project is estimated to be about
Re«1,500 million par yc3re

îhs fertiliser coasuaptio a in tho project is 8,457 Te/yr, made up
of nitrogen 3,246 Tc/y? and P̂ C» 3,276 Te/yr and KgO 1,935 Te/yr which
is a very small fraotf.cn of the fertiliser production in the Complex. Thus
a cajor quantity of tho fertilisers will be consumed off-site. GNP increase
duo to the use of this fertiliser in agricultural activities outside the
project has not been included in the above estimate. The increase in GIÍP»dus to-the off-sito use of fsr+.tlipor *** sxpscted to be about 13,000 million
rupees par year»

The overall economics of tho project show sufficiently high
return on investment compared to 10$ which is the normally expeoted
returns for industriel investirent s. Thus from the economic point of
view tho project is quite attractive.

V. THB GAïïGiTIC MAIN PSOJSOT
lue geological and climatic features and the soil conditions

o.? the ffostern U,P« region are highly favourable for the development of
underground water resources as an important source of irrigation water
for agriculture. Tubewells can be installed in this region in order to
tap water from shallow ao well as deep aquifers. Supplemental irrigation
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requirement of about 110 cms/annum for triple cropping can be met from
these underground water resources.

Out of a total area of 7.7 million hectares forming Western U.P.
1o5 million hectares has been proposed to be covered under the Agro-
Industrial Complex Scheme.

There will be two main blocks in the Agro-Industrial Complex
via (1) the Industrial block and (2) Agricultural block.

In the industrial block a nuclear power station of 2 x 600 Me
(saleable) capacity will supply sufficient power for the production of
nitrogenous and phosphatic fertiliser, for the production of aluminium
and for energising tube wells.

The fertiliser production will be 372,240 tonnes of IT and 206,250
tonnes of P̂ O,. per annum. Total power requirement for fertiliser plants
will be 775 M.Ye. In addition to the production of fertilisers, an aluminium
plant of capacity 50,000 tonnes/annum is proposed to be included in the
industrial part of the complex» Aluminium plant will consume 125 BWe
of power. Balance 300 M.7e from the nuclear power station will be used
for energising the proposed tubewells. Fertiliser plants will get power
at a rate of 2.8 P/KVH, aluminium plant at 2 P/KffH and tubewells at
15 P/fcïH.

The capital investment for industrial portion of the complex will b<*
Rs« 4195.5 million. In addition to this Rs.673 million will be required for
the power distribution system for the tubewells. Overall return on invest-
ment on industrial part will be 17.85$ including interest on investment.

In the Agricultural part 12,864 deep tubewells of 1.5 cúseos capa-
city and 12,941 shallow tubewells of 0.5 cúseos capacity have been pro-
posed. Operating time for deep and shallow tubewells will be 6,'600 hrs/year
and 5»400 hrs/year respectively. Command areas have been taken to be 92
hectares for deep tubewells and 25 hectares for shallow tubewells. Total
capital investment required for tubewell installation will be Hs.1,250 million.
An additional investment of Rs.150 million will be required for lined irri-
gation channels. 93 large size and 93 small size drilling rigs will be required
for sinking the tubewells. Sinking of tubewells will be spread over a period
of 6 years.
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The intensity of cropping in the proposed 1.5 million hectares of
land considered are 225$ and 300/2 excluding sugarcane area. Average irrigation
depth (excluding water availability from rainfall) required to achieve this
high intensity of cropping is about 110 cms. High yielding short duration
varieties of crops have been considered* Total fertiliser requirement of the
area will be S t 331| 493 tonnes/annum) PgO,. s 165» 649 tonnes/annum,
XgO » 146,515 tonnes/annum. Requirements of K and PgO will be met from
the fertilisers produced within the complex and KJ& will be purchased from
outsidê

With 300$ cropping intensity» an investment of about R&4757 million
with bullock farming and R&5018 with mechanised farming will be required for
agricultural portion of the Complex» Total annual expenses will be R&7088
million with bullock farming and Rs.5082 million with mechanised farming.
Total sale value of agricultural production will be Rs12,043 million.

Vet annual profit will be R&4,956 (R&3»304/hectare) with bullock
farming and fe.6,962 million (R&4>64Vhectare) with mechanized farming. *
Overall return on investment for agricultural portion of the Complex will be
97*2,3 with bullock farming and 128.3/5 with mechanized farming. Total annual
agricultural production from the Complex will comprise of 9»60 million

. , « rt« ,,,, ̂  * 0'453,.millien,tonnes of oilseedstonnes of cereals, 2.01 million tonnes of pulses, ¿21.6 million tonnes
of sugarcane and 2.3 million tonnes of potato. Additional agricultural
production over the existing level of yields will be 7.77 million tonnes
of cereals, 1.66 million tonnes of pulses, .346 million tonnes of oil-
seeds, 11.17 million tonnes of sugarcane and 1.82 million tonnes of
potato. This additional foodgrain production can meet food requirement
of about 30 million people.

With a lower intensity of cropping (225$) capital investment
requirement will be Rs.4,311 million with bullock farming and R&4,755
million with mechanized farming. Total respective annual expenses with
the two modes of farming will be R&6,141 million and Rs.4,654 million.
Total sale value of agricultural production will be R*10,800 million.
Net annual profit will be Rs.4,659 million (Rs,3»106/h«otare) with bullock
farming and Rs»6,148 million (R&4»098Aectare) with mechanized farming.
Overall return on investment for agricultural portion of the complex will
be 99.5# in the former case and 119.3$ in the latter case. The project
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will produce 7*76 million tonnes of cereals, 0.84 million tonnes of
pulses, 0.34 million tonnes of oilseeds, 35 million tonnes of sugarcane
and 1.4 million tonnes of potato. The additional production of 6,27 million
tonnes of cereals and 0.67 million tonnes of pulses (over the existing
level of yields) will be sufficient to meet the food requirements of
about 25 million people.

Considering the normally expected return of about 10$ on invest-
ment on industrial enterprises the expected return of more than 17$ on
the industrial portion of the complex is quite high and this makes the
project very attractive. If the return on investment for agricultural
portion is also added» then the overall economics indicate that project
has very high potential and can contribute considerably towards national
economy. This also indicates the magnitude of the loss of income due
to delay or noniniplementation of the project.

VI. KWáR AND '.7AÍ3R
A review of the world nuclear power reactor technology hag been

made and based on this suitable power reactor system for India has been
discussed. CANKJ-PH3 type nuclear reactor system is favourable to Indian
conditions due to the (1 ) use of natural uranium as fuel and (2) higher
burnup per tonne of uranium mined. Due to very limited uranium resources
the second point is of importance if higher installed M.V is to be achieved
with a given quantity of uranium available* The former consideration
is important as India does not have uranium enrichment facilities and
therefore from strategic considerations it may be advisable to limit our
field to the reactor system based on natural uranium only.

The economic evaluation of CA.ÍDIÍ-PH.? and its modification
CAHDU-BLW have been made. The investment costs for CAJDU-BIW are about

lower than those of C¿UDU~£H>7.
The trend in economics with scale up from 2 x 100 We to 2 x 600 M.?e

has been studied. The energy generation cost in a 2 x 600 MSfe CANDtr-BL'.¥
is estimated to be 2.8 paise/KW at 6$ interest rate while in the case of
CANDU-Hff it will be 3. H paise/KffH.

A brief analysis of the possibilities with Easter Breeder reactors
has also been done.
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The present status of technology in desalination has been reviewed.
The near term techniques which could produce the required quantities of
fresh water envisaged for AIC could be one of the various distillation
processes and the most important among them are multi-stage flash and long
tube vertical evaporation» An improvement of the latter process (iffVïï)
is where the MSP process is used for feed heating thereby producing
additional quantity of water i.e. IŒV3-ÎISF.

The cost of production of water from both the processes have
been estimated under Indian conditions. The optimisation between cost,
of steam and cost of capital have been achieved by rigorous analysis
using computer*

The cost of water in the case of 1TV3-H3F process varies from
Ra3.02/1000 gallons to Rs2.26/1000 gallons with water plant capacity
from 100 million gallons to 500 million gallons/day for IffVB process.
If MSP process has been assumed then the cost of production varies
from R&3»29/1000 gallons to R&2.96/1000 gallons in the same capacity
range. The IffYa-LJSF process has been considered in this report for
the Kutch-Saurashtra project evaluation.

VII. LOGISTICS
The problem of logistics involved in the realisation of an

agro-industrial complex are concerned mainly with the transportation
of materials during the construction and operation periods.

Railways play a dominant role in the country in the ease of bulk
transportation over long distances. Roads, which are next in importance
to railways, need further development. However, with allocation of more
funds for road development and better maintenance of the roads, a shift
from railways to roads may occur in future. At present road transport
is considered suitable for short distance haulage of moderate loads i.e.
mainly for distribution purposes. Other means of inland transportation,
like canals etc., have very limited scope of utilisation. For traffic
from and to foreign countries, ocean transport is the only choice.

During construction phase, the major problems are associated
with the transportation of special equipment which are expected to exceed
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the standard Halts of weights, dimensions and shape for transport by
rail or road.

During operation phase, the problems of logistics are associated
with $he movements of raw-materials and products* These movements may
originate and/or terminate within or out side the Complex»

In the case of Kutch-Saurashtra Complex» the total annual traffic
may be about 5o421 million Pe. Out of this about 2.131 million Te account
for the incoming traffic and 3*290 million le for the outgoing traffic.

Following is the modewise break-up of the above traffic
Railways 4*230 million Te
Roadways 0.785 million Te
Sea 0*200 million Te
Ocean going vessels
coastal shipping 0*206 million Te
Total traffic through port 0.406 million Te
Financial implications of providing adequate transport faci-

lities for the Complex are as follows!
Hallways 8& 533.0 million
(including track capacity
works between the Complex
and Viramgam, railway yard
facility at the complex site
and rolling stock requirements)
Headways R& 5*0 million
(including improvements
of roads around the
Complex up to Okha fort
on one side and Viraqgam
on the other side)
Harbour facility Rs. 133*0 million
(Through extending Okha
Port)
In the case of '.Testera IT. P. Complex» the total annual movements

of materials may be of the order of 31*335 million Te. Ifodewiae break-up
of the above traffic is as follows:

Railways Rs 8,934 million Te
Roadways Ks.22.U3 million Te
Sea Rs 0.253 million le
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Humorous rail and road sections will be involved, in the movement
of materials as above» As part of the traffic will be only seasonally
transport system will have to be designed to meet the needs of peak season*
A detailed survey of both railways and roads is essential to arrive a
realistic estimate of the financial impleoations involved. On a rough
basis» the estimate of the expenditure involved in the development of
various modes of transport are as follows»

Hallways to 880.0 million
(including track capacity works
on Marora-Meerut, Marora Barailly
and Narora-Thundla, yard facili-
ties at industrial site of the
Complex and rolling stock).
Headways Ri 240.0 million
(including improvement of village
roads in the Complex acid Develop-
ment of roads around the industrial
site of the Complex at Narora and
rolling stock peak (truck?) require-ments)
Harbour facility The load being due to the import

of potassio fertiliser and addi-tional cost has not been estima-
ted as it can be accommodated bythe various ports in the country.

Storage facilities are essential for smooth operation of both agri-
cultural and industrial portions of the Complex, because of highly seasonal
nature of either the consumption or production of agricultural and indus-
trial products» The storage cost depends, amongst other factors, on the
nat erial to be stored i.e. whether perishable or not and the type of storage
required l»e. tvhether temporary or protective storage or special storage
like cold storage. The storage requirements should meet the needs of the
paak season which may cost about 8s, 150 million for Kutch-Saurashtra
Complex and R&690 million for Western U.2. Complex.
VIII. IMPÎ ENTAIION ASPECTS Aim B2COZ££33DA?IONS

The economic analysis done in Chapters IV & V show that both the
projects viz. Gangetic îlain and Kutch-Saurashtra give attractive retains
on investment. The Gangetic Plain and the Kutch-Saurashtra Schemes
give a return on investment on the industrial portion only of ia# and 16#
respectively. -On an overall basis the Gangetic ELain scheme gives a
return on investment of 54$ with bullock farming and 70$ with mechanized
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farming» The overall return on investment for Kutch-Saurashtra project
is15$. * The high overall return on investment of the Gangetic Platn
project is because of the large returns possible from the agricultural
sector.

Financial requirements for the two projects have been compared
with the.respective State and all-India Fourth five Year Plan outlay.

-'•.
Technical Feasibility}

Technical feasibility studies are required to be done to determine
foreign, collaboration vis-a-vis indigeneous know-how» For instance feasi-
bility studies in the case of power plant should include comparative
evaluation of turn key project vs local involvement and optimisation with
regará to number of units on the basis of reliability and indigenous
capability* For desalination plant know-how can be locally developed*

Status of the technology of nitrogen fixation via electrolysis
and implications of Its adoption in India are to be assessed. The techno-
logy is new and the capacities envisaged may require extensive foreign
collaboration. Its implementation on turnkey basis may merit consideration
to keep the time schedule for the project*

The electric furnace phosphorus is attractive in that it will enable
the country to cut down sulphur imports*

In the case of aluminium efforts should be made to eliminate reliance
on foreign technical know-how.

In the case of Kutch-Saurashtra Project, water management schemes
are .important to optimise > the use of water which is a costly raw-material»
Pilot farms will yield-useful data in this respect*

In the case of Gangetic Plain project the high intensity agriculture
recommended, with high load factor on tubewells, calls for efficient mana-
gement*

Economic Feasibility:
Returns for both the complexes are sufficient to establish the economic

viability of the proposals. Contribution to O.Iî.P. will be significant in
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the case of both the schemes. With the implementation of the projects, per
capita income in these backward areas will increase several fold. Market
potential for the products is also very high.
Financings

State and Central Governments} Foreign Governments, World Bank
and other financial institutions and agencies could subscribe to the capital
required* Equities and loans could be sources of local funds. Bonds with
Government of India guarantee could be issued by the managing authority
of the project. Bilateral arrangements with other countries may be recommended
to meet the foreign exchange requirements. Finances from foreign and local
sources are promising for the fertiliser industries.

For Kuteh-Saurashtra, water and farm oanagement are critical aspects.
Finance should be organised to serve the best interest of the farm on an
independent self-sustaining basis.

For the Tf.P. project long-term credit providing facilities should be
set up to cover agricultural machinery and other equipment expenditure
on the farm. Low interest» short term loans for various farm inputs should
also be made available to the farmers. An organisation nay be set up to
assist farmers in marketing crops. Development of railways» roads and
ports will have to be entrusted to separate organisations and finance
provided through State or Central Government as the case may be*

Ownership, Operation & Training:
For an efficiently programmed production scheme a common managerial

organisation will ensure co-ordination oetween various units in the Complex.

She rural electrification work can be carried out in co-operation
with the State Slectrieity Board* State ownership of deep and shallow
tubevvells may be desirable to achieve high utilisation factors as envi-
saged. Sufficient number of skilled and progressive farmers should be
available to'own and operate the farms. Holdings if large enough will
result in efficient economic operation.

Bousing for employees will have to be provided by the concerned
units* For people engaged in agriculture» solution can be sought on indi-
vidual basis by providing loan facilities for housing. Tubewell operator
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may be given accommodation close to the tubewell to ensure efficient opera-
tion. Co-operatives at village and taluka levels may be entrusted with the
storage of agricultural inputs and outputs. Availability of agricultural
machinery, implements and spare parts should be planned in advance* Planning
for trained manpower in the technical field and managerial capacities
should be done sufficiently in advance so as to meet the demand in
time.

Organisation and Implementation:
An Apex Corporation, initially owned by the Central Government

(which could later be converted into a body owned by the customers) with
wide administrative and financial powers to guide the overall operations
of the complex, seems to be the suitable agency to manage the project»
A competent and capable person should head the corporation. Nominees of
relevant departments of Central and State Governments, including A.a.C.
and the concerned private interests could form the governing board of the
Corporation. The board should report directly to the highest executive
authority of Parliament. The Corporation will be responsible for co-ordi-
nated operation of the various units of the complex. The terms under which
each of the companies is formed, whether public or private, should be such
that the board should have the least difficulty in co-ordination work.

Implementation of the project will involve action jointly and
severely in several steps by various organisations such as the A5C, the
Central and the respective State Governments, the Electricity Boards
and the various individual industrial concerns under the Apex Corpo-
ration. .
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